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On Wednesday, July 12th

LOOKING BACK,

LOOKING FORWARD

The City Program hosts Larry

Beasley, Ann McAfee, the two

retiring Co-Directors of Planning,

and Bruce Maitland, the retired

head of the city's real-estate

department - three remarkable

people during a most remarkable

period in Vancouver's history.

Fletcher Challenge Theatre,  7 pm

 SFU Harbour Centre
515 West Hastings

Free.  Reservations: 604-291-5100



SITE SPECIFIC

Michael von Hausen and

Michael Naylor lead a

cohort of  the Urban Design

Certificate Program in a

studio on site at the Great

Northern Way campus in

Vancouver.

There’s nothing like getting

out and looking – when you

know what you’re looking at.



For years,

commuter traffic

had been

shortcutting

through  the

narrow streets

of the West End

to get to the

Stanley Park

Causeway. The

City would even

post a traffic cop

at Chilco and

Georgia to

handle the

merging traffic.

But in 1973,  the

new TEAM

Council headed

by Mayor Art

Phillips adopted

an idea put

forward by the

West End

Planning Team:

barricade the

streets and

convert asphalt

to green space.

The next year,

West of

Denman saw

the first traffic

calming of its

kind in North

America.

West EndWest End
Traffic CalmingTraffic Calming

First in North AmericaFirst in North America

19731973

Chilco Street

below Robson
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 A cul-de-sac on Chilco at

Robson, a diverter at

Pendrell and Gilford, and

three miniparks (located

where Chilco and Gilford

are marked) was all it took

to fracture the grid and

discourage through traffic.
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Notice how the greenery of Stanley Park seems to flow down the

streets of the West End.  A street system originally designed for

the horse and carriage, with lanes at the rear, today functions

well for one of the highest density communities in Canada.



Miniparks on Gilford Street



There had been a temporary traffic-calming experiment

in Berkeley, California, in 1969.  But when construction

started on a complete system of diverters and miniparks

to replace barricades on the lanes of the West End,

Vancouver was leading the way.

There may have been some people surprised when the

City started to put in those ‘stupid barricades,’  but there

were few West Enders who weren’t happy – including the

Mayor’s mother who, coincidentally, lived on Chilco

Street.

Sorry, lady … we at city works department don’t know nothin’

about a stupid plan to barricade West End streets to discourage

through traffic

Len Norris

March 20, 1973.



When this diverter

went in on Chilco,

traffic volumes

dropped from

10,000 cars per day

to 1,000. Traffic

flows also improved

on Georgia since

commuters weren’t

delayed at Chilco.

Thanks to planner

Lyn Ubell and

traffic engineer

Jack Lisman, the

residential streets

were restored to the

people who lived on

them.

Lisman was

influenced by

“Traffic in Towns” –

a 1963 British report

by Colin Buchanan,

who argued for a

hierarchy of streets

to serve many

users, not just cars.

N.D. Lea President

Brian Wallace also

credits Gerald

Sutton Brown, the

pro-freeway City

Manager, who in

support said: “It’s time for new thinking.”



A change in Council delayed the next stage of traffic calming

for a decade.  But after a controversial referendum, miniparks

and diverters were approved for East of Denman in 1981.

(Many think it was done to deter street prostitution, but in fact

Council had simply authorized some temporary installations

to discourage cruising before the final project was to start.)

Today, despite the fears and the close vote, the system has

maintained the West End as a highly livable neighbourhood.

In one of the densest communities in Canada, there are

roughly ten times as many pedestrians as moving vehicles on

the residential streets.  The car has become the alternative

form of transportation.



To get a sense of the effect,

check out Bute Street

between Nelson and

Robson. Sit by the fountain

in the minipark as West

Enders by the hundreds

walk, blade and bike by

under a majestic canopy of

street trees.  The people

watching is the best.



The City Program, the Urban Studies

Program and the Vancouver Area

Cycling Coalition co-sponsored a

presentation on June 28th featuring Dr.

Jeffrey Kenworthy, Associate

Professor in Sustainable Settlements

at Murdoch University, Western

Australia.  His presentation can be

found here.

The West End traffic-calming scheme is another example of

‘disappearing traffic’ – a demonstration, as Dr. Jeff Kenworthy

says, that traffic is more like a gas than a liquid (the analogy too

often used by traffic engineers): it will compress into the

allowable space, not necessarily spill over on to other roads.

Disappearing Traffic! The Challenge

of Reallocating Public Space

Jack Becker, Director of the

Vancouver Area Cycling

Coalition, provided a detailed look

at issues and options for

reallocating road space.  His

presentation can be found here.

City Program Director Gordon Price explored past experience

and future challenges for Vancouver. His presentation can be

found here.

http://www.sfu.ca/city/PDFs/Presentations/Kenworthy%20VACC%20-%20June%2028,%202006.pdf
http://www.sfu.ca/city/PDFs/Presentations/Redistribution%20of%20Traffic%20Challenges%20of%20Reallocation%20of%20Public%20Space.ppt
http://www.sfu.ca/city/PDFs/Disappearing Traffic, Reappearing Freeways - June 28, 2006.pdf
http://www.sfu.ca/city/PDFs/Disappearing_Traffic_Reappearing_Freeways_June28_2006.pdf


Executive Director

Cheeying Ho and

new head of Advisory

Services Tom

Lancaster of Smart

Growth B.C.

in the grand lobby at

the Segal Graduate

School of Business.

Our partners in

Smart Growth


